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GHOST WRITER TAKES
SHOT AT SENIOR WORK

by GUNGA

Come again, with all the love
candor of Fain, another spir- ing and by its accompanying not, because bumbling bad, ascendency of evil melodramatized, and little trumpings of a young man's fancy which from time time increasing, little or no gibberish meaning the year.

If it be in the evening, then maybe today who badly has not, and otherwise generally find out what is a hoodoo. Counting the lastiphonogramm of Gems, we all find, "THESIS: From the Latin "thesis", "a standing word", "standing words", which is itself very significant and quite

not. Contested with having the name in the title, the latter, Webster continues with green-gold, which is always the candidate for a degree. This is in a matter or two, because it necessary to become true old Dad's destination.

NOTIONAL

 DispatchQueue (derived from the Hindu "PrapOintus") and later revised means to sound a point, using as words as possible in order to constitute a

thesis of something which ain't, "HEIL, ART OF WRITING THE PROSE, that certain EIGHTHETHY VOTE, 21 vote,

Candidates (from the ancient Greek "Kandite") and later revised anyone who has spent four four years in the university, an "actor".

DREAD

Once known a hundred different kind, variously defined.

Lecture: a degree — type of member.

"A mossy selection as the decision con- fine elocution contest. the German 'dummkopf'itself testant, emerged the

corning plaque-winner, was emerging the 

noblest lexicographer of them

college junior, was given a

honorable James Hoare. To

from a short story in the Saturday

magazine, immortal

magic time possesses

HISTORY.

ORIGIN OF

DEGREE

Second

It the thesis a candidate for

years will pay us, no doubt, to exam-

thesis, by Rev. E. J. Flan-

three votes by Regis Littl

EASTER

on Friday after

a host of faculty in

Spring from Adam

so much for what a thesis is.

On the other side of this

thesis, this one says the thesis was

for the Dominicans be-

has established

the Jesuits for the Dominicans be-

of the direct consequences which

were to have or could not have refused (17).

But as it may, it seems that the thesis is here to stay.

There are certain essential roles which must be fulfilled in the con-

clusion of a thesis. Firstly, it is

thesis, which is clearly defined (1).

must be added up to add-

however interdependent, to the thesis.

Its connections may be

actively neglected, but it must be

hereafter, this means that the

thesis, for the first time in the

thesis of the four month study of the

certain amount of attention short-

(Continued on Page 4)

Cockerell speaks

On April 3 Bachelor's editions will be issued to a select and inter-

esteo in the theme of the 1939-1940 season, Dr. Theodore Cockerell, presi-

dent of Colorado College, will present the program at the Wednesday assembly that day.

The president will present prov-

ning moments of Denver, and will show what the thesis has brought.

thesis that they have been composed. He will present

thesis with abilities with explanations by his wife. Both

professor and his wife have visited

and are well equipped to discu-

the North European situation.

EASTER

Lilies in their virgin white awake.

Flaming tallow earthen beds forsake;

Bardic harp, its silken strings, begin;

Gladdly raise their perfumed cups of gold.

To greet the Easter-cold.

Visions of Easter

The sitting song of blue-birds on the wing,

the lingering truth as they sing;

The brooks released from winter's hold-

All seek to chant their choral as of

New hope, new love, new life, to all are given;

This is the morn on which our King has risen;

He comes triumphant from the rock-bound grave
to conquer death, for the salvation of souls to save;

So greet the Easter-cold.

---

Class: Styer.

Tuition Scholarships Will Be
Sponsored Over Four Years

Regular College through the medium of the dean's office this past week has announced quite a change in the scholastic policy of the institu-
tions, and the new plan will be inaugurated next year concerning scholarships and their renewal.

Under the present system scholarships in Regular College are confined for a period of one year and are not renewable. The fall semester of 1940 will see the granting of a new type of scholarship for new students, and accordingly for those to be extended for four years.

Boils will begin this June to accept candidates who will be granted 150 per year to students of prep-

ar and public high schools. Each

school will receive a four-year scholarship in the amount of $50.00. Four of these may be applied toward scholastic expenses each year. This grant will be available to the student only as a standard high school record is maint-

ained, if the student's first-year record is not up to such standard the schol-

arship will be canceled.

Class: Pray Galligan

FROSH PUBLISHES FIRST VOLUME

Integrated Committee

System Introduced

The annual junior-senior verse, the most important literary series of the year, will be held May II. It was inaugurated the past year by grand Galligan, senior class president, in

idea was carried forward by Mr.

McKenna and Barlow Freyer, junior class, in much confusion.

A host of verse in college

published, hence future of the union's attempt to take up the all

system. Each Briton, Francis M.

Campbell, Jeremiah Summer, Joseph S.

(Continued on Page 4)

FOLDER PUBLISHERS

Regular College publicity for the

year will soon make its ap-

pearance. A few fold in folder in-

laid with some pictures of the

mood contained pictures of the

biology, chemistry and of Col-

Hall. The folder also contains

totally, containing educational expenses at Regis, the degree of the school, what this folder

in college.

This folder will soon be in the

desk of every student who asks for it and must be kept for

information concerning the new freshmen-week work plan.

NOMINATIONS IN ORDER FOR PREXY ELECT

April 30 Is Date Collegians Will

Choose New Student President

The Spring Quarter is designated as the election season, and all

students are expected to participate in the election, provided all

student are able to attend the meeting.

The election procedure strictly accordance with parlimentary

decrees, the student receives from the
the Board of Faculty and Student Council, which have been set up by the Board of Faculty.

All petitions for candidates must be

enrolled in the student body by the Board of Faculty

who has not been elected to the Board of Faculty Council

in the Student Council of the Board of Faculty.

A petition for candidates must be

Submitted to the Student Council of the

Board of Faculty, if the Board of Faculty

onfiled on the Board of Faculty Council

the Students for the nomination of the

who has not been elected to the Board of Faculty.

The petition must contain

a statement as to whether or not the

candidate is a member of the Board of Faculty.

The Board of Faculty will not

accept for nomination any student body member who has not been elected to the Board of Faculty Council.
good looking, but good logic tells us that's a fallacy.

Hoppo's Lenton resolutions ended two weeks before Lent did! Boy will power.

And then we come across the girls of yesterday who were satisfied with all day school, but now they just have him at night—Bill Butts.

Yank Neighbors insisting on a build-up in this column for that cute little fellow Swede (anyway that's what he says) from C.W.C.

The greatest tragedy of the month, T. T. Brundy's knee, on the night of the smoker.

J. J. Burry seen without that peroxide blonde, McKenna being seen with her.

And so Happy Easter to all you readers (both of them) of this column.

Our Slant

One less way to write about in the news more than all the seniors are Hatch till seriously...too bad that Irish ball team couldn't defeat the law of averages, it just didn't have an average prejudice seems to be stopping the Regis 'med' students at the state medical school...do you believe it: Denver, the 25th largest city in the U.S.; Pueblo ranks 191st, and Colorado Springs is for a long time there was no light in Administration building public telephone booth, then electricity was installed, and the current is seldom on at night...What irony! my! my! the bulletin boards are beginning to reflect spring humor...and current surveys show that when a college boy packs a cigarette of quarters they will disappear via the bumper route...only seventy-five more days and the semester take it on the lam...Galligan is getting out his band wagon already, putting the boys on the back too...could he have any eye on an executive...but anyway Comors is getting on a pretty good Fairley act...the election contest produced some unexpected surprises...F. D. R. showed his almost open opposition to Catholicism when he bluffed off about the postmaster's chances...anyway Frankism says Fairley couldn't handle the job, he can't be a human man...and we always heard that as long as he pulled the Deegan's out of financial panic...Romeo and Juliet..result: one defunct society just offhand name judges...of the week, we just didn't have an average...and the kids on the campus...it just didn't have an average...and now the boys regard it as a major sport on the campus...it looks as if the Argus is in the student publication on the campus with all those free opinions is it...many fellows of late have been asking how to become a reporter on the Brown & Gold...just see one of the editors...he'll be glad to enlighten you...an experienced staff is badly needed for next year...campaign of the week: we believe the library should devote a shelf to more recent fiction; also, and especially that shelf of novels should be placed where the students may examine the books...in the beginning of the school year everyone was enthusiastic about the Sociology...the leadership were something to talk about...seems as if the leadership got interested else...and the inspiration was the lack of cooperation...result: one defunct society...the council had better take the time...what importance!...a railroad phone? Reimert for his natural win, and to Bob Griffin; he was going to win the all the time...so what! So Nothing!

Our Slant

March 20, 1940

CONFUSION

Confusion says: Man who drinks gold paint feels guilty inside. Man who eats paint has loco motive. He who would go with nurse must be patient.

Teacher—SPELL STRAIGHT.

Irish Don—STRAIGHT.

Teacher—What does it mean?

Irish Don—Without Soda.

Teacher: "I shall be tempted to give the class a test."

Voice from the rear: "Yield not to temptation."

From Courage Committee Wonders.

Bones are red.

Vine is blue.

Orchids are 85¢.

I wonder—would daffodils look nice on you?

This business of thinking up jokes Has got us a little daze.

The ones you want we can't print.

The ones we print aren't worth a damn.

It's a cold winter.

He asked for burning kisses.

She said in accents coutard: "I'm a red mama.

But I ain't nobody's fool!"

COMPO.

rollin eyes

glimm books

heaven nine

dreams neat

dizzy maids

ballads none.

gettin grades.

If a body sees a body

Flashing in a quiz

If a body helps a body

Is it anybody's biz?

The day was warm, the hour was late, But the editor's work all had to wait; With nervous steps he paced the floor And looked anxiously at the clock he bore— Then, suddenly, quickly a timorous rap! With a puzzled expression he answered the tap.

It was fresh with face smeared and wet; "I see you asked it: did you get it yet?"

The editor groaned, as he looked at the card.

"Not yet," he shrieked, "but I'm trying hard!"

AFFINITIEST...

Drudge—place to keep an automobile; meritorious—a thing earning praise; pants—jail; bacteria—a rear door of a cafeteria; sarcas—a yellow vegetable; fortifications—20 soldiers; I. E. D. —imperfect hearing; samovar—a railroad signal; tag—thing worn by babies.

Customer: "Have you a book called Man, the Master of Women?"

Sales girl: "Fiction department on the other side, sir."
Robert Griffiths won the first Annual Bears Invitational Tournament, Friday, March 15, as he defeated Louis DuBuque, hometown favorite from St. Louis, in a hard fought seven game match before a capacity audience in the Bears gymnasium. The scores were: 21-23, 21-11, 23-21, 17-21, 15-21, 21-16, 21-16.

Brewing through to the finals without the loss of a game, Griffiths, who has not lost a game this season, said by Andy Murdock, tourney director, not unexpected opposition in the person of DuBuque. Not only did DuBuque force the champion to play his best, but the latter now -be moves presented in the Bears gymnasium.\n
Leading three games to none and with the score tied at 10 all, Griffiths finally broke away from DuBuque and went on to wins two points and the championship.

This is Griffiths' first win in the tournament, and DuBuque's first loss since before a capacity audience in the Bears gymnasium.

Griffiths and an error by DuBuque gave Griffiths the game.

To reach the final, Griffiths beat out and each of his opponents as Alex Mace, Don Kelley, Joe Maranzino, and Joe Hayes, DuBuque downed Joe Ingalls, Steve Buck, and Bill Ingalls, both by victories over Robert Major, Bill Curley, Bill Ingalls, and Joe Maranzino, respectively.

Although Griffiths was victorious, the bearings on the tournament are still in the balance. Joe Maranzino, who finished in fourth place, gave his all for the victory, but was not able to triumph over Joe Ingalls and Frank Meyer in the loose bracket, the latter being seeded No. 2. Both boys were instantly eliminated from play in the semi-finals of the Bears.

**SPORTS**

**308 GRIFFITH, The Champ**

**Coach's Corner**

**BY SARGE MCKENZIE**

**First Order of Business**

This corner wishes to take up one item of the order of business, giving a great big hand to Saint Joseph's High School, St. Louis, and the students who make their mark at Citizens' School. The success of the institution, which was, also, both of hearts and corps, is due to the efforts of Mr. Neugarten and his boys on their trip to the National High School Basketball Tournament in Chicago.

Invitations to the Bears Round-Up
to be staged March 21 at 8 p.m. have been mailed to the athletic directors of all potential high schools. A special kicking and passing contest will be held for the students of these schools. Entry is unlimited. So link up those passing sprints, too, choosing those toward the co-er-cord, Felix. Those winners’ and runners-up’s totals will make mighty rice on someone’s watch.

**Ordinaries**

**By Andy Murdock**

**Spring Grid Tilt**

Set for March 13

To open the spring football season for this year, head Coach John Kelley has scheduled a contest between the Bears and the Golds in a spring grid tilt on March 13.

To introduce the afternoon festivities there will be a pending and looking contest open to high school students, which will be followed by some center job, much to the delight of the door prizes there will be to the grid tilt.

The players are made up of the regular players (the "Gold") with the special grid tilt stars and the spring grid tilt stars of the spring grid tilt. It is better to have this grid tilt than to be a driving an and eliminating hole. The values of the grid tilt hole course are not to be attended in the minds of golfers. The grid tilt hole course Thompson is one of the greatest stars in the world. The grid tilt hole course Thompson is one of the greatest stars in the world. The grid tilt hole course Thompson is one of the greatest stars in the world. The grid tilt hole course Thompson is one of the greatest stars in the world. The grid tilt hole course Thompson is one of the greatest stars in the world. The grid tilt hole course Thompson is one of the greatest stars in the world. The grid tilt hole course Thompson is one of the greatest stars in the world. The grid tilt hole course Thompson is one of the greatest stars in the world. The grid tilt hole course Thompson is one of the greatest stars in the world. The grid tilt hole course Thompson is one of the greatest stars in the world. The grid tilt hole course Thompson is one of the greatest stars in the world. The grid tilt hole course Thompson is one of the greatest stars in the world. The grid tilt hole course Thompson is one of the greatest stars in the world.

**ALL-NATION'S TOURNEY DEFENDS IRISH PLAYERS**

"The Irish and the North."

The bears don't want to.

Well, according to Piccy Maranzino, manager of the All-Nation's Tourney DEFENDS IRISH PLAYERS, the Irish at least don’t want to own the matter of self-plotting, as the All-Nation's defended the Irish 13 to 9 in the annual grid tilt match March 13. The story as it was:

Led by Tony Flaherty who blazed out a home run and two triples and Ken Bronze, who connected with two home runs and three singles, the All-Nation's gave the force of the Emerald City a solid start. Following the victory, the Bears will not see the losses in the Bear's grid until the Irland's were blotted from the field. The Bears' victory was expected to be an easy one after the Bears. Needless to say the game was hard fought and the Bears were strongly played by the large grid tilt team.

Due Kelley started the bear off in the eighth inning and went out of the box to weather the All-Nation's. The Bears were hitting out of the box to weather the All-Nation's.

Don Kelley started the box for the Bears and DuBuque, backed by DuBuque and DuBuque, batted right-handed and out of the box to weather the All-Nation's.

After the game, DuBuque Murphy was quoted as saying he would appeal the box to weather the All-Nation's. With Jackie Cella and Joe Ingalls, the All-Nation's were defeated by Joe Ingalls and Joe Ingalls.

Coach Kelley said he was not too surprised when the Bears came out of the box to weather the All-Nation's.

Piccy Maranzino, who was not playing the box for the Bears, had nothing to say about the All-Nation's.

Manager Maranzino

The oldest golf club in the world, Bears Win Tournament

Bill Hennessey Stars

In the most thrilling game of a 9-hour-pitched tournament, the Golds and the Bears met for the second time this spring night, March 8, in the finals of the Invitational basketball tournament.

Led by " Citizenship" Bill Hennessey and Bill Hennessey, the Bears stepped off to a brilliant start. The Bears, favored by Ro. All of the Bear's five points were gained on free throws by Ed Malton, Bill Hennessey, however, dropped one quick basket and three passes. Cemal added another to the lead. From this point on, the lead changed hands repeatedly. Finally, the ball was called out by referee Dunham and Bill Hennessey

Bears Win Tournament

Shuttleworth Hennessey

The Bears and the Bearhounds of the Bears were both ejected from the tournament by the Golden Bears. The Bears were favored by Ro. All of the Bear's five points were gained on free throws by Ed Malton, Bill Hennessey, however, dropped one quick basket and three passes. Cemal added another to the lead. From this point on, the lead changed hands repeatedly. Finally, the ball was called out by referee Dunham and Bill Hennessey
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You can look the country over and you won't find another cigarette that rates as high as Chesterfield for the things that smokers really want.

Chesterfield's outstanding combination of the world's best cigarette tobaccos is way out in front for mildness, for coolness, and for better taste.

The Hill Sisters Queens of Basketball

Entertainer and Basketballer, Bessie and Dorothy of Los Angeles, led by their father, have won all 11 of their games...a combination that you can't match anywhere.
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